Introduction
In the adiabatically expanding Universe filled with a hot, diffuse and uniform IGM, the IGM pressure should increase with redshift as p IGM (z) = p 0 (1+z) 5 , where p 0 is the present-day pressure (cf. Subrahmanyan & Saripalli 1993) . Various methods have been employed in determining the density and pressure of the IGM. The most effective are X-ray observations of the hot gas around radio sources of Fanaroff-Riley type II (FRII) yielding direct estimates of the gas density (Crawford et al. 1999; Hardcastle et al. 2002; Croston et al. 2004 Croston et al. , 2005 . Assuming an equation of state of this gas, a value of p IGM can be specified. However, both the AGN and the largescale radio structure likely contribute to the X-ray emission (cf. Kaiser & Alexander 1999) , thus the properties of the environment may be considerably influenced by the presence of the radio source itself. As the IGM forms the environment of the radio source, the internal physical properties of its diffuse lobes were expected to reflect directly p IGM (z). However, the cosmic background measurements (e.g. with COBE) ruled out an IGM with the pressure indicated by typical radio structures. This suggested that these regions were not thermally confined. Indeed, the very existence of apparent hot spots at the edges of double FRII-type radio sources indicates that the jets ejected from the AGN encounter resistance to their propagation, and these advancing hot spots are likely confined by ram-pressure of the IGM. But the more tenuous material, outside the jets, forming a bridge between the nucleus and the radio lobes is expected to have attained an equilibrium state in which the energy density of the particles and magnetic field is balanced, and the pressure of the relativistic plasma equals the pressure of the gaseous environment. Consequently, a determination of physical conditions in these diffuse bridges of large-size double radio sources (being away from the rampressure confined the source heads) gives an independent tool of probing the pressure of the IGM.
This physical conditions, specifically the internal pressure, can be determined from the dynamical considerations. In the analytical model of the source dynamics of Kaiser & Alexander (1997) and its further modifications (e.g. Blundell et al. 1999 ) the pressure is dependent on the gas density, power of the jet, and age of the radio structure. As a certain determination of these parameters is not easy, the internal pressure is usually estimated from the minimum energy condition corresponding to an equipartition of energy between the relativistic particles and the magnetic field. The minimum energy can be calculated from the total luminosity and the size (volume) of a given radio source (e.g. Pacholczyk 1970; Miley 1980) . The largest extragalactic radio sources (D>1 Mpc, frequently called Giants or Giant Radio Galaxies [GRGs] though a small fraction of them are classified as QSOs), due to their very extended radio lobes and sometime bridges linking the opposite lobes, offer a unique probe the intergalactic and intracluster environment directly on Mpc scales allowing measurements of the IGM structure, pressure and their evolution out to high redshifts (cf. Strom & Willis 1980; Subrahmanyan & Saripalli 1993; Mack et al. 1998) . Subrahmanyan & Saripalli (1993) contended that the lower and upper limit values of the present-day IGM pressure are 0.5 and 2×10 −15 N m −2 , respectively, but further investigations raised those values at least twice (e.g. Ishwara-Chandra & Saikia (1999) . The problem of the cosmic pressure evolution was also considered by Schoenmakers et al. (2000) who found no evidence for such a strong evolution up to the redshift of about 0.3. They concluded the apparent pressure increase with redshift can be explained by two effects: the use of flux-limited samples and the method by which the lobe pressure is calculated. The latter aspect is discussed more in details in Section 6. Therefore, in order to verify the hypothesis about the IGM pressure evolution concordant with (1+z) 5 , it is necessary to find GRGs with the lobe energy densities of < 10 −14 J m −3 at redshifts higher than about 0.5. The project how to do that and the selected sample of GRG candidates are presented in Section 2. The imaging and spectroscopic observations conducting either with the SALT or with the 1.9m SAAO telescope are described in Sec-tions 3 and 4. Preliminary physical and geometrical parameters of the sample sources are determined in Section 5, while the equipartition energy density in their lobes (proportional to an internal lobe pressure) vs. the sources' redshift and morphology of the GRGs vs. properties of the environment are analyzed in Section 6.
High-redshift GRGs and description of the project
Since majority of known GRGs are at rather low redshifts (z≤0.25), it was long presumed that giants did not exist at significantly higher redshifts, especially because both the median and maximum source size were suggested to decrease as fast as (1 + z) −3 (e.g. Gopal-Krishna & Wiita 1987) . Such a result could be explained by systematic (1 + z) 3 increase of density of an uniform IGM confining the source size. Contrary, high-redshift GRGs might be tracers of relatively low density regions, not fully virialized yet, existing at early cosmological epochs. Unfortunately, unbiased samples of GRGs are very difficult to assemble because of surface-brightness selection effects. At high redshifts, the diffused bridges of emission are likely to be significantly influenced by the inverse-Compton losses against the cosmic background, which would affect the appearance and identification of a GRG at these redshifts.
The first attempt to discover GRGs at (z ≥ 0.3) was made by Cotter et al. (1996) who used the 7C radio survey to select Giant candidates and found 13 large double radio sources at redshifts up to z ≈0.9, 4 of them with D >1 Mpc. A further few distant GRGs were found by Schoenmakers et al. (1998) proving that such sources do exist at least out to z ∼1. In Table 1 (below) we assemble all known Giants with z ≥0.5 and D 1 Mpc (calculated with the cosmological parameters: H 0 =71 km s −1 Mpc −1 , Ω m =0.27, and Ω Λ =0.73. This is worth emphasizing that only two sources in Table 1 have negative declinations.
In this project we attempt to enlarge significantly the above sample with high-redshift GRGs on the southern hemisphere, and provide data sufficient to enlighten the problem of the IGM pressure evolution with redshift. For this purpose we selected a large sample of GRG candidates using the existing 1.4 GHz radio surveys: FIRST (Becker et al. 1995) and NVSS (Condon et al. 1998) . These surveys, which provide radio maps of the sky made with two different angular resolutions (5" and 45", respectively) at the same observing frequency, allow (i) an effective removal of confusing sources, (ii) a reliable determination of the sources' morphological type, and in many cases (iii) a determination of the compact core component necessary for the proper identification of the source with its host optical object.
In order to use a possibility of all-season optical observations with the SALT, the entire sample consists of two parts (subsamples) located on the northern and southern Galactic hemispheres: (NGH) lying between 08 h 20 m < RA(J2000) < 16 h 00 m ; -14 o <Dec(J2000)< +13 o , and Schoenmakers et al. (1998) . At z=0.5 it gives R ≈20 mag (the apparent magnitudes in Table 1 confirm this). On the other hand, a source with the linear projected size of 1 Mpc at z=0.5 will have an angular size of about 165". Therefore the GRG candidates were chosen to fulfill the following selection criteria: they have (1) the morphological type of FRII, (2) an angular separation between the brightest regions on the maps Θ > 165", (3) 1.4-GHz flux density on the NVSS map S >50 mJy in the NGH subsample, and S >40 mJy in the SGH subsample, and (4) is optically identified with an object fainter than 20 mag in the R-band.
The above criteria selected rather small number of high-redshift GRG candidates, especially in the NGH subsample. Therefore in both subsamples we include also other radio source candidates with host galaxies brighter than 20(R) mag which will be analyzed as comparison closer GRGs. The optical spectroscopy of these latter sources can be conducted with smaller telescopes. In Table 2 we list numbers of the GRG candidates in both subsamples. The observational data on 34 of 39 radio sources in the subsample NGH and 12 of 41 in the subsample SGH, i.e. those for which preliminary physical parameters could be determined using the data collected during the P-V phase, are given in Table 3 . The consecutive columns of Table 3 give: Col. 1: IAU name at epoch J2000;
Col. 2: Fanaroff-Riley morphological type. "D" indicates a diffuse morphology of the radio lobes without any detectable hot spot(s); Col. 3: 1.4 GHz total flux density in mJy from the NVSS survey; Col. 4: radio spectral index between 1.4 and 4.9 GHz; Col. 5: 1.4 GHz flux density of the radio core from the FIRST survey; Col. 6: largest angular size in arcsec; Col. 7: optical identification. "G" -galaxy, "Q" -quasar; Col. 8: its apparent R-band magnitude from the DSS data base; Col. 9: redshift. A value in parenthesis is the photometric redshift estimate calculated from the log z-R relation (Hubble diagram) derived from the spectroscopic redshift and K-corrected magnitudes of the galaxies in Table 3. Our relation is consistent with the Hubble diagram for a majority of known GRGs published by Lara et al. (2001) [their equation (1) (2005), (5) Colless et al. (2001) , (6) Machalski et al. (2001) , (7) Bhatnagar et al. (1998) , (8) Stickel et al. (1994) , (9) Becker et al. (2001) . 3. Optical imaging and identification
DSS identification
To identify the GRG candidates whose radio core is known with a host optical object, first at all we used the DSS, i.e. the digitized POSS and UKST surveys. For all NGH sources with cores, we have identified their cores with galaxies; only one sample source is known radio quasar (J1130−1320). For the remaining NGH candidates -the galaxies given in Table 3 , being the only objects in a middle of the radio structure, thus are very probable identifications. Quite different situation is in the SGH subsample whose sky area is almost not covered by the FIRST survey. Therefore for a certain optical identifications high-resolution radio observations are necessary. The SGH sources, where at the position of detected radio core no optical object had been visible in the DSS data base, were scheduled for a deep detection with the SALT.
Preliminary deep imaging and photometry with the SALT
During the Performance Verification (P-V) phase two blank fields in the SGH subsample were observed using the SALTICAM. Series of 60sec-long exposures were taken through the B, V and R filters. The frames were corrected for overscan, cross-talk and mosaiced. Because flat-field frames were not available for the tracker position close to the objects' position, the surface functions were fitted and then subtracted from the frames in order to obtain possibly flat and uniform background. Instrumental magnitudes of objects in the frames were determined using the aperture method. Apparent magnitudes of these objects were estimated using magnitudes of stars in each field for which their standard magnitudes were available from the APM catalogue (http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/∼apmcat/). The astrometric calibration was done transforming the instrumental coordinates of these stars in a given frame into their sky coordinates in the DSS data base. These coordinates were not corrected for the proper motion and parallax.
The deep optical images of the field around the sources J0037+0027 and J0202−0939 are shown in Figs. 1a, b. Overlaid are intensity-contours of the radio maps made with the combined FITS data of the FIRST and NVSS surveys. On both images a faint galaxy coincides with the radio core. The resulting magnitudes and their errors are given in Table 4 .
Auxiliary photometry of J1420−0545
Because of a suspicion that the radio galaxy J1420−0545 can be the largest GRG observed up to now (cf. Introduction), we made an auxiliary optical photometry for this galaxy. The observations were made using the 60cm telescope of the Pedagogical Academy at Mt. Suhora. The resulting magnitudes in the UBV RI photometric system, given in Table 4 , are corrected for the atmospheric extinction only. As the galactic latitude of this galaxy is 50 degr, the foreground Galactic extinction is close to zero (Sandage 1972) . In order to be consistent with the DSS data, these magnitudes are not K-corrected. Our R-band magnitude is thus identical as the corresponding value in Table 3 taken from the DSS data base. The optical spectral index of about 4.0 resulting from our VRI magnitudes also suggests a redshift higher than 0.3 for any of the evolutionary models for early-type galaxies (Bruzual 1983) . In order to determine physical parameters of a given sample source, e.g. its radio and optical luminosity, linear size and volume, energy density, etc., a distance to the host galaxy (or QSO) must be known which can be calculated from its redshift. Therefore, using the low-resolution spectrograph (PFIS) during the P-V observations we attempted to detect optical spectrum and determine redshifts of 6 faint host galaxies. The observations were made in series between May 30th 2006 and June 24th 2006. The spectra were obtained with the PFIS in Grating Spectroscopy mode using the standard surface-relief grating SR300, slit width of 1.5 arcsec, granting angle of 7 deg, and the binning of 2×2. These settings resulted in the typical useful spectral range about 3800Å-8500Å and the dispersion of 3.05Å per pixel. Because of the certain space between the CCD chips there is a gap between 6280Å and 6440Å in all the SALT spectra. The pre-reduced (i.e. bias and overscan subtracted, trimmed, cross-talk corrected, mosaiced and cosmic-ray removed) files were further reduced using the standard IRAF tasks. All the spectra were wavelength calibrated using the CuAr arc lamp exposures and one-dimensional spectra were extracted. Gaussian profiles were fitted to the lines visible in the spectra and the wavelengths corresponding to the profiles' centers were used to calculate the redshift.
4.2.
Low-resolution spectroscopy with the 1.9m SAAO telescope 9 host galaxies brighter than about 16 mag (R) were observed with the 1.9m telescope equipped with the Cassegrain Grating Spectrograph in the long-slit mode. The galaxies were observed with low-resolution grating 8, slit width of 300µm (2.5 arcsec) and the grating angle of 14.7 deg resulting in the spectral range 5300Å-7600Å and the dispersion of 1.66Å per pixel. Exposures of the CuAr arc lamp were made every 30 min. Every night selected spectrophotometric standards were also observed.
Reduction of the spectra were carried out using the standard IRAF longslit package. All the spectra were corrected for bias, flat-field and cosmic-rays, as well as wavelength and flux-density calibrated. In order to obtain the resulting spectra with a better S/N ratio, all calibrated one-dimensional spectra of a given galaxy were combined.
The resulting spectra
The final, low-resolution, 1-D spectra of 14 observed galaxies are shown in Figs. 2a-d . The emission lines and/or absorption bands detected, as well as the resultant redshift of these features are listed in Table 5 . Because the spectra taken with the SALT were not flux-density calibrated, relevant ordinates in Figs. 2 give the normalized counts only. Most of the fluxdensity calibrated spectra are typical of elliptical galaxies whose continuum emission with the broad absorption bands is dominated by evolved giant stars. The emission lines mostly detected are [OII]λ3727 and [OIII]λ4960 and λ5007. Other forbidden lines present in a few spectra are [NII]λ6585, as well as [NII]λ6718 and λ6733. Also weak Balmer lines are detected in five of the spectra, however the Hα line redshifted by more than 1.25 was usually beyond the wavelength range observed.
Physical parameters
In order to analyse and discuss our preliminary results on the IGM evolution, we determine or estimate some global physical and geometrical parameters for the sample sources. These parameters are defined and given in Table 6 . The entries in parentheses are the approximated values for the sources with the photometric redshift estimate given in Table 3 . The seven columns of Table 6 give: Col. 1: Repeated IAU name; Col. 2: Logarithm of radio luminosity at the emitted frequency of 1.4 GHz calculated with the cosmological parameters: H 0 =71 km s −1 Mpc −1 , Ω m =0.27, Ω Λ =0.73; Col. 3: Projected linear size; Col. 4: Average magnetic field calculated from the revised equipartition and minimum energy formula of Beck & Krause (2005) under assumption of a cylindrical geometry of the extended radio emission with the base diameter set equal to the average width of the lobes and K 0 ≡ (E p /E e ) α 0 =52 for the injection spectral index of α 0 =0.525; Col. 5: Equipartition energy density under the same assumption; Col. 6: Arm separation ratio: the separation of the farther hotspot or the lobe's boundary from the core or the identified optical galaxy to the nearer one; Col. 7: Core prominence defined as the ratio f c = P core /(P total − P core ), where both P core and P total are determined at the emitted frequency of 1.4 GHz using the data given in Table 3 , however for the sample sources without a certain spectral index the value of 0.9 has been assumed, and the relevant value of 0.0 has been taken for the cores.
An estimation of the magnetic field strength in extended lobes of double radio sources still is a controversial matter. In majority of previously published papers the classical energy equipartition approach of Pacholczyk (1970) and its formalism of Miley (1980) was used for this purpose. In the Pacholczyk's formula the equipartition magnetic field strongly depends on the hardly known ratio of energy in heavy particles to that in the electrons (+positrons) k; in most of the above papers k=1 was assumed and the radio spectrum was integrated between a defined frequency range, e.g. between 10 MHz and 100 GHz. In a slightly different approach to the equipartition field calculations, the spectrum is integrated between frequencies corresponding to a minimum and a maximum Lorentz factor for the relativistic electrons (cf. Croston et al. 2005) . To overcome the problem of uncertain value of k, Beck & Krause (2005) have proposed a revised formula for the magnetic field strength applicable in the simple case that the number density ratio K 0 of protons and electrons is constant which is valid in a limited range of particle energies. They estimate that the value of this parameter is 40 < K 0 < 100 depending on a value of the injection spectral index α 0 . The above three different estimates of average magnetic field in the lobes of selected GRGs are compared between themselves in Konar et al. (2007) .
Discussion of the results

Correlation between energy density (pressure) in the lobes and redshift
Since an average internal lobe pressure is proportional to the energy density, in Fig. 3 we plot logarithm of the latter vs. the source's redshift (1+z) for the sample of our GRGs, and supplement it with the corresponding data for two other samples: a limited sample of already known GRGs as well as a sample of "normal-sized" FRII-type radio galaxies taken from Machalski & Jamrozy (2006) . Because the equipartition magnetic field calculated using the Beck & Krause formula is larger than the Miley's value by a factor of ∼3, the resulting energy densities are one order larger than the classical values. Therefore these values in Fig. 3 (and Table 6 like in Subrahmanyan & Saripalli (1993) or Cotter (1998) . However this difference can be neglected if we compare the sources with similarly calculated magnetic fields. This is clearly seen in Fig. 3 that we find 13 GRGs with the values of u eq lower than the lowest values found up to now, though most of them characterize the low-redshift sources at z < 0.2. An exception is the source J1420−0545. The solid bar indicates an uncertainty of its redshift corresponding to the standard deviation of about 1 mag in the distribution of absolute optical magnitudes of galaxies hosting the GRGs (cf. Lara et al., 2001) . The photometric redshift estimate of 0.32 implies a projected linear size of over 4.8 Mpc which, if real, would be larger than the largest GRG known up to now, i.e. 3C236! Unfortunately, our attempts to obtain its optical spectrum either with the SALT or to get observing time at other large telescopes were unsuccessful. The dashed straight line marks the u eq ∝(1+z)
Anyhow the data presented in this paper confirm the known strong increase of the equipartition energy density with increasing redshift (cf. Subrahmanyan & Saripalli 1993; Cotter 1998) . To investigate how the observed u eq vs. (1+z) correlation reflects an expected change in the environment of GRGs one has to check how the selection effects affect the diagram shown in Fig. 3 . According to the classical formula, the equipartition energy density is related to the total power and the volume of a radio source by u eq ∝ (P/V ) 4/7 . Since all the sources plotted in the diagram belong to the flux-density limited samples, therefore sources at higher redshift have, on average, higher radio powers and thus higher energy density at equal source volumes. Moreover, we can expect that an average volume of sources decreases with redshift as does their average linear size. Following Schoenmakers et al. (2000) we calculate the expected u eq as a function of (1+z) for sources with flux density of 45 mJy, i.e. a mean value of the limiting fluxes in the NGH and SGH subsamples, and a volume corresponding to cylinder length of 1 Mpc and its diameter of 167 kpc. The resulting relation is shown with the solid curve whose shape simply indicates the log P -log(1+z) relation for a constant flux density and the radio spectral index of unity.
In our previous paper (Machalski & Jamrozy 2006) we showed that performing a statistical test for correlations between two variables in the presence of one or two other variables one can examine whether a residual correlation between the above two variables (parameters) is still present when the third (or the third and fourth) is (are) held constant. In particular, we showed that the equipartition energy density calculated for the sample radio sources, but transformed to a reference total power and a reference linear size, practically did not correlate with redshift. It seems that supplementing their data (crosses and full dots in Fig. 3 ) with further GRGs investigated in this paper (open circles in Fig. 3) do not change the situation significantly.
Morphology of GRGs vs. the environment
Projected linear sizes of the largest FRII-type radio sources, considerably exceeding those predicted (at different redshifts) by the very early dynamical model of Gopal-Krishna & Wiita (1987) , already suggested that the IGM may be inhomogeneous and large-scale density fluctuations, especially at high redshifts, can play a significant role in the time evolution of those sources.
The unified scheme for radio sources with active galactic nuclei (AGN) (e.g. Barthel 1989; Gopal-Krishna, Kulkarni & Mangalan 1994; Urry & Padovani, 1995) predicts how the appearance of sources evolving in a homogeneous environment depends on orientation of the jets' axis towards the observer's line of sight. This appearance includes the arm separation ratio R θ , the core prominence parameter, f c (both defined in Section 5), and the flux density ratio in radiation from the opposite lobes (not analysed in this paper). Within this scheme, the effects of relativistic beaming cause that the sources at small inclination angles should have more prominent cores and higher asymmetry ratios in the arm length and flux density compared with those at larger angles.
The evident lack of a statistical correlation between R θ and f c in our sample (the correlation coefficient of −0.38 suggesting even an anticorrelation) strongly supports a common conviction that the inclination angle of majority of GRGs is close to 90 o . Therefore, because the lobes of GRGs lie well beyond the boundary of the parent optical galaxies, their symmetry/asymmetry parameters may reflect eventual environmental heterogeneity. Ishwara-Chandra & Saikia (1999) and Schoenmakers et al. (2000) noted that the GRGs tended to be marginally more asymmetric than smaller sources of a comparable radio luminosity. For example, Ishwara-Chandra & Saikia noted that the median value of the arm separation ratio in their sample of GRGs is about 1.39 compared with about 1.19 for 3CR galaxies of similar luminosity but smaller sizes. According to the unified scheme, the expected arm separation ratio for a source inclined at i > 45 o to the line of sight is only about 1.15 for the jet head advance speed of ∼0.1 (cf. Scheuer 1995) . As the inclination angles of GRGs very likely are close to 90 o , the arm asymmetry ratio (frequently much higher than one) should be related to the environmental properties rather than to an orientation towards the observer.
The radio data available for the GRGs investigated in this paper allow us to study a distribution of R θ , and (within a limited range) f c . The median value of 1.25±0.03 in the distribution of R θ in our sample supports the Ishwara-Chandra & Saikia's conclusion that the apparent arm asymmetry in the GRGs "could possibly be caused by interaction of the energy-carrying beams with cluster-sized density gradients far from the parent galaxy". The presented analysis of the sample of faint low-luminosity GRGs whose lobes lie at least at 0.5-1 Mpc from the parent AGN strongly suggests that these sources, after probing a denser central-halo environment, might further evolve in exceptionally low-density intergalactic medium to some degree being "voids" in the hot IGM. Therefore, search for lowluminosity, high-redshift GRGs and the analysis of their physical and structural parameters, which is the aim of our SALT project, should help to study these density fluctuations and find their relation to the theoretically predicted cosmological evolution of the IGM density due to the expansion of the Universe.
Bearing in mind the above we can conclude as follows:
-If the internal pressure in diffuse lobes really counterbalances the IGM pressure, the data collected till now do not provide a certain observational evidence for the strong cosmological evolution of the latter in the form
5 . However, if the lobes of the most extended and diffused sources are still overpressured in respect to the IGM, especially at low redshifts, any conclusion about the properties of the IGM will not be reliable.
-Deduced low internal pressure in the lobes of GRGs, their observed morphology and the arm asymmetry strongly suggest an existence of deep gradiants in the IGM density with the scale of a few Mpc. However, because an internal pressure in the lobes is proportional to their avarage energy density, a value of this pressure depends of how the magnetic field strength is determined. On the basis of the Chandra and XXM-Newton data on X-ray emission from the lobes of classical double radio sources, Croston et al. (2005) found that "the measured X-ray flux can be attributed to inverse-Compton scattering of the cosmic microwave background radiation with magnetic field strengths in the lobes between 0.3B eq and 1.3B eq , where the value B eq corresponds to equipartition between the electrons and magnetic field, assuming a filling factor of unity". Therefore the equipartition magnetic field, energy density, and thus internal lobe-pressure estimates, at least in "normal-sized" sources are likely close to their true values. Unfortunately, X-ray data are not yet available for the lobes of GRGs, in particular for those of low radio luminosity.
-There is still a hope that detection of the most distant and low-luminosity GRGs, which is the aim of our SALT project, can help in an observational confinement on the hypothesis of cosmological evolution of the IGM. The most promising is our SGH subsample consisting of many GRG candidates optically not identified on the DSS frames, thus with apparent magnitudes of R > 20.5 mag. Figure 3: The equipartition energy density of radio sources as a function of redshift. Selected "normal-sized" sources are marked with the full squares. A number of already known GRGs are marked with crosses, while the newly detected GRGs (given in Table 5 ) are marked with the open circles. The dashed line follows the proportionality p ∝ (1 + z)
5 . An uncertainty of the redshift estimate for the sample GRG J1420−0545 is marked with the full line, cf. the text. The solid curve indicates a relation u eq ∝ (P/V ) 4/7 , cf. the text
